Why MnBi?
Spin injection from ferromagnet to semiconductors needs well-conducting ferromagnet with high Curie temperature, and high spin polarization (~half metallic)
MnBi is a good candidate as spin injector due to its ► high Curie temperature (628K) ►resistivity being dependent on power law of T as for half metals (so that the interfacial resistance can be high enough, also the interface properties may be controlled by addition of Bi) ►high coercivity with rectangular hysteresis loop ►high coercivity with rectangular hysteresis loop ►large perpendicular room temperature anisotropy in thin films ►stable ferromagnetic phase (in NiAs structure, at room temperatre) ►potential to be half metallic (in Zinc blende structure, it is predicted half metallic but it is metastable phase and difficult to grow epitaxially).
Y. Q. Xu et al., Phys. Rev. B 66, 184435 (2002) .
Finding the relationship between Spin polarization and magnetization
Spin transport properties are important to know in stable NiAs structure. This helps even to understand MnBi junctions that show ~70 % magnetoresistance at room temperature. ( Rapid Comm. 61, 3788 (2000) .
TSP at 0.25 K (□ ,∆ and +) and magnetization (•) at 5 K as a function of the V and Pt atomic fractions.
The TSP (for Al 2 O 3 ) is proportional to the corresponding magnetization of the Co-V or Co-Pt alloy in the inset. P is composition independent but saturation magnetization is higher for more Fe concentration. Experimental values:(P T = 51-63%) with ballistic regime of transport Theoretical values : Diffusive P nv 2 = 51-66%, Ballistic P Nv =28-36% This is possible due to the fact that P is sensitive to the interface and the termination of electrodes ( there is substantial difference in electronic DOS of Mn and Bi at the Fermi energy). Bi states control the magnitude of P (P Nv = 55% and P Nv2 = 76%, respectively) The origin of large P T measured in MnBi is due to the substantial spin asymmetry of the electronic bands near the Fermi energy.
No correlation between the spin polarization and magnetic moment in Ni
Projection of velocities along c axis gives the theoretical estimate of P Nv 2 as 66% and
The origin of large transport spin polarization: spin asymmetry of electronic bands Fermi velocities v ↑(↓) are 1.2 × 10 6 and 0.6 × 10 6 m/s for the majority and minority bands, respectively the theoretical estimate of P Nv as 66% and P Nv as 36% which are found reduced to 51% and 28% for the velocity direction perpendicular to c axis. This implies that lower P are found in polycrystalline MnBi due to strong anisotropy in transport properties. 
